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 Audrius Plioplys is a medical doctor who graduated from the University of 
Chicago; a neurologist, who teaches courses on brain research at the University of 
Toronto; a neurologist who works at Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children; at the same 
time, he is an art historian who has made presentations about Čiurlionis at the Science 
and Art Symposium in Chicago in 1981; he is also an artist who has shown his works in 
several solo exhibits and published a number of catalogues. At one point, he 
abandoned his medical profession in order to dedicate himself to art full-time, but life 
forced him to come back to the medical field. 
 The art exhibit of his latest works opened on November 28, 1987 in "Galerija", 
Stickney, Illinois. The artist exhibited 12 works from a new creative cycle called 
"Thought". As was expected, this doctor-neurologist-artist entwined his knowledge on 
the nervous system, in which thoughst are born develop, into his own concept of 
thought. The first artwork that greets visitors to the gallery shows the curvy lines of an 
encephalogram recorded while he was thinking about such topics as "The Meaning of 
Art", "Artistic Thoughts", "Michelangelo", "The Blackness of Mark Rothko", and "The 
Mirrors of Robert Morris". We are led to understand that a thought is a sequence of 
nerve impulses.  
 The subsequent artworks go from the medical field into a philosophical one. In 
them, Plioplys shows various manifestations of a thought in objects that are known to us 
- letters, words, colors, flashes, during which the brain is enlightened and a new thought 
comes. In one of his works, he suggests that attention is needed in order to understand 
the content of a thought (on a sheet of paper, the following words are spread out 
haphazardly: "Please attend! How can you learn without attention?"). In another work, 
he asks if separate letters contain thoughts ("Do Letters of the Alphabet Contain 
Thoughts?". In yet another of his artworks, he suggests that one thought could be light 



and another one could be heavy ("Light Though - Heavy Thought"). Plioplys depicts the 
development of a thought as a flow of words that repeats itself ad infinitum ("over and 
over and over..."). He admits that this is how he himself thinks when he wants to think of 
something new - he repeats the same concept in his consciousness until another one, a 
new one, and perhaps an opposing one ("Pro Con") appears. Finally he comes to the 
most creative moment when, as if in an explosion of light, a new thought is born 
("Eureka! I've reached a decision"). Further on, among color works, there is a picture 
with words "Green Thought" written in the center on a green background, suggesting 
that a thought could be of green color. According to the author, these captions are more 
questions than answers. They create theories about thoughts and thinking but do not 
assert that these theories could be absolutely true. This way, the artist invites visitors to 
view his art in a skeptical and creative way, raise new questions and create new 
theories. 
 As mentioned above, these artworks by Plioplys are not medical research of 
human thoughts (except for the ones which contain the printed electroencephalograms). 
They have a visual form and they intrigue the viewer on a philosophical level. It seems 
that Plioplys (at least in this exhibition) is a doctor to some degree, but he is an artist to 
a higher degree, but mostly, he is a philosopher. He explores the question: what is a 
thought? In epistemology, this question has been explored for many centuries and still 
has not been solved. Therefore, a viewer who knows at least a little bit about the 
theories of knowledge, is interested to find out where Plioplys stands in regard to 
epistemological systems. The author of this exhibition does not explore a thought as is; 
he explores the ways it is being expressed. And this makes the topic much narrower. 
Perhaps just one artwork (a word "Thought" written in small print in the middle of an 
empty white sheet of paper) could be viewed as a picture of a thought without any 
additions. Here Plioplys seems to come closer to the Thomistic epistemological notion, 
according to which a thought is a spiritual being that cannot be taken apart. However, 
Plioplys negates this notion right away in his other artworks. He attributes color, 
lightness, heaviness and other physical qualities to a thought. It is clear that Plioplys is 
not a Thomist (follower of Thomas Aquinas). Speaking about the meaning of Plioplys's 
artworks, it was suggested that a subject is needed for a thought to exist. There is no 
thought (or sensation) if there is nobody who thinks it or senses it. Then perhaps 
Plioplys represents a branch of phenomenalism that states that the reality itself does not 
exist if there is no subject who understands or hears that reality. When I asked the 
author of the exhibition about it, he just smiled and did not provide any answer. I was to 
understand that, as mentioned before, this exhibition is not about answers, it is about 



questions. The last artwork was an empty sheet of paper on which he had painted 
something and then deleted it. One is to understand that this way, a thought, if it was 
not recorded, disappears. Therefore the artist makes a metaphysical decision regarding 
the existence or non-existence of a thought or perhaps he just wants to intrigue viewers, 
putting the mystery of a thought in front of them.  
 In order to read a more authentic explanation of this exhibit, we have to read a 
one-page letter written by Ramute Plioplys:  
 "An idea, and the thinking behind it, were always very important aspects of 
Plioplys' art. Thinking is the beginning of meaning. In 1977, he had an exhibit called 
"Meaning". He was exploring questions of understanding, reality, and relations, the 
indeterminacy of meaning as the manifestation of a changing thought. The word 
"Meaning" in a black box was blinking at the viewers. His "Book of Meaning" was a 
bound heap of pages with just one word, "Meaning", on each of them that was 
photocopied so many times that it became unreadable." 
 "Reality is the continuation of our thoughts. Our thoughts and thinking determine 
how we understand the world on personal, social, global, and historical levels. Memory 
joins together the present moment with the understandings of the past and provides 
thinking with depth and space. The symbols that we invent color our worldview. The 
alphabet that we use in the form of words, like the recordings of brain waves, catches, 
records and transmits our thoughts. Plioplys' "Deleted Words" cycle as well as the word 
"varžtai" (screws, confinements) that was written and then deleted and framed, stress 
his never-ending interest in recording and not recording a thought." 
 "Thinking is repetitive moving back and forth between incomparable, different, 
and opposing notions. For every "for" there is an "against"; for every "against" there is a 
"for". A thought pushes away, a thought joins, a thought fuses, and a thought creates a 
new meaning and sense". 
 "Learning is the evaluation of thinking that developed by the way of repetition, as 
an echo that cannot be silenced (at first sounding in us, and then, sounding outside of 
us), as a needle on a music record that spins endlessly until a groove is made in our 
thinking. Reality is just a reflection of our thinking, and our thinking is a way to our soul".     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            


